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Works fine on Debian Sid. Brings back memories of Carmageddon.. played it for the nostalgia. still absolutely hate blobnet and
blobdance.. sadly, I cannot seem to install it. until then I'm marking this down.. Even for free, it's not really worth it. It is pretty
tedious to play. Instead of ONE city, you really have to make multple cities beside each other. The reason is simple, limited
range of all buildings. Want to build a mine a bit of a distance away? have to build a warehouse first, have to build houses too,
then have to make temple, have to make taylor, food, etc etc, it snowballs everytime. Make too many houses in one area,
automatically have unemployed that can never get jobs. The tropico series is a much better city building game.. Meh... Get in on
a sale when all parts are out or something. Not worth the pricetag.. I waited a month to review this game but it seems like no
update or changes will come anytime soon so I decided to write my review with my thoughts now.

Good things? Well I like the idea of the plot... and I like the simplistic art-style

Bad things? Well... Considering I have met a bug which makes it impossible to continue to story (seems like others have the
same or similar issue). These type of bugs should be worked at to be fixed ASAP but the creators don't seem interested in fixing
these type of problems.
Looking through their library of games they all follow similar patterns with similar complains and problems with their games.
Don't bother with this one or any of their other games unless you'd like to take a gamble on whether or not you can finish it.. the
guy who tagged this as a simulation game must have been drunk, this is the most unrealistic game in the history of mankind.
Now I know realism sometimes means less fun but this is just so unrealistic it's not even fun to play anymore. I would not
recommend this at all. This game is just quirky enough that I would recommend it for fans of early access games. It feels
~48-60 percent complete. There are a lot of features left to be desired, however it feels like this game will end up being a solid
title. P.S. Don't punch the miniature dragons. They help gather clay.
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I downloaded the add on but do not see it in my library. Help is difficult. Looking for a solution.... It's fun to play around. EDIT
FOR 4/5/17: I am providing a small amount of English text translations for this to help out the dev. While this is unpaid
volunteer work, it does mean I will show up in the credits.

(Edit: Disclosure: I traded another game of equivalent dollar value for this; the trader turned out to be the dev. Make of that
what you will. Additionally, where I say 'topic' I more mean... features of the film and actresses. For a simple example, films
with busty women)

Early Access review as of 11/4/16

I'm happy to report the game isn't what I expected. Where most games about sex are very silly and not very serious, this is
primarily an economics game that just happens to be about the adult entertainment industry. While there is an easy mode where
money gets handed to you, even on normal it's going to be of benefit to you to research your markets and exploit openings. I like
how it handles demand too - there's always "room for one more movie" about a given topic, but a topic that has had lots of
exploitation will have very high "shares" - conversely if you develop a film for a market with 0/2 'shares', it will advance to 1/3,
but you'll have effectively captured half the market, leading to huge profits from a neglected audience.

Additionally, you'll need to manage your money. It's all too easy to go guns blazing and overextend your finances.

This isn't really a 'dirty' game; even when filming a scene a giant censor bubble bounces around. What this -is- is an interesting
economic sim with some clever ways of doing things.

However this IS an early access game, and is very much a work in progress (I've gotten several updates this week alone, more
updates than there are days in the week in fact) so right now don't go in looking for a finished experience. Male actors (along
with other features) are being implemented in the future, but this is an ongoing process.

Additionally, there are certain legal limitations surrounding what kind of porn is 'allowed' that the dev has to obey given they
live in Russia. What this does mean is in the game as is, you cannot, for example, specifically make hentai, homosexual or
transexual porn (barring the use of your own imagination). That being said, the code and graphics are open, meaning that you
can create mods or graphic packs, which I imagine will help.

The developer has been very friendly and welcomes feedback very much, to the point that I felt fine adding him to my friends
list to provide feedback directly.

The game also has a certain sly but not overblown sense of humour - you might notice one of the first apartments you can rent
has a romantic view of the chicken farm from the balcony, and that trash piles up off-camera as a shoot continues - food
wrappers, half eaten fruit, that sort of thing (and in the middle of long shoots you might want to order in a pizza). Your shoots
also can (and will) be interrupted if locations are overused or public. But even the garbage unfinished clips from interrupted
shoots can be repurposed as advertising material.

If you're interested in an economics game filled with lots of little details to provide nuance and meaning to your actions, this
game might be right up your alley. If you came here looking for smut, this isn't the game for you.. 10\/10 used "Hey look over
there" successfully on an eldritch god.

In all seriousness, however, this is a very strong game from the author of Empyrean. The magitech aspects are back, this time
against the backdrop of a primordial fantasy world. There are errors; my character's name had a period after it the entire time,
but the game, as a whole, is fun as hell, and full of memorable moments. In some cases, it was unclear what skills played into
what, and I never did manage to get writing established in my civilization, but the game, as a whole, was a rather splendid work
of fiction; I look forward to other entries by this author.. http://youtu.be/0AOxX0gJzsU
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